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Enhanced exchange and reduced magnetization of Gd in an Fe/Gd/Fe trilayer
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The exchange interaction of Gd adjacent to Fe has been characterized by transport measurements on a double
spin valve with a Fe/Gd/Fe trilayer as the middle layer. Our measurements show that the ferromagnetism of
the Gd is enhanced by the presence of the Fe, and it remains ferromagnetic over its Curie temperature up to a
thickness no smaller than 1 nm adjacent to the Fe. This thickness is more than double what has been reported
before. Additionally, the saturation magnetization of the thin Gd layer sandwiched in Fe was found to be half of
its bulk value. This reduced magnetization does not seem to be related to the proximity of Fe but rather to the
incomplete saturation of Gd even for very high fields.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rare earths (REs) and their compounds with transition
metals (TMs) are of great importance in modern magnetism,
permanent magnets (NdFeB or SmCo) being perhaps the most
notorious example. The antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling of
many REs with TM1 recently opened the door to very interesting science. In giant mangetoresistance (GMR) multilayers,
RE and TM coupling can result in an inverse GMR.2 The alloys
of RE and TM can also lead to negative mangetoresistance
(MR) in a structure, as the alignment of its magnetic moment
with the external magnetic field will depend on the proportion
of RE and TM. Typical examples for this are the Gd1−x Cox
and Gd1−x (CoFe)x alloys,3–5 whose magnetic moment and
spin polarization can be adjusted with the composition.6
Other recent applications of REs and their alloys are the
reduction of spin-transfer noise in reading heads,7 tuning the
resonance of a magnetic domain wall,8 and the nucleation and
characterization of an in-plane magnetic domain wall.9,10
Any study or application related to thin films of REs and
their alloys with TMs requires a careful characterization of
their magnetic structure. This is usually done with techniques
that are available only in a few sites around the world, such
as resonant x-ray magnetic scattering or polarized neutron
reflectometry. Transport measurements are more standard
tools to determine the direction of magnetization of a structure
through its anisotropic magnetoresitance (AMR),11 but they
are not sensitive enough to other important effects, such as
interface coupling and surface effects.
In this work we characterize the properties of Gd films and
their coupling with adjacent Fe layers via transport measurements in a double spin valve (DSV). We show that the Gd
remains ferromagnetic well above its bulk Curie temperature
when it is close to the Fe layer. This enhanced ferromagnetism
extends more than 1 nm into the Gd layer, which is more
than double the distance reported previously,12 measured by
x-ray resonance magnetic reflectivity and magnetic circular
dichroism. Also, we show that the magnetization of Gd in thin
1098-0121/2011/84(9)/094456(5)

films is substantially reduced from the bulk value. The magnetization we measure in thin films is 1030 emu/cm3 , while
the bulk value is almost double, 2056 emu/cm3 . A 20–30%
reduction of the magnetization of Gd in Gd/Fe multilayers has
previously been reported by several groups,13–15 but very rarely
is the reduction as large as the one reported here.16,17 Beyond
the different values obtained for the enhanced exchange and
the reduced magnetization of Gd, this work shows that a DSV
is an efficient tool for characterizing magnetic materials in
general and compounds of REs in particular, which is of great
interest for many magnetic research fields.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The structure of DSV used in this study is Ta(3)/
IrMn (15)/ CoFe (5)/ Cu (2.5)/ AFL/ Cu (2.5)/ CoFe(10)/ Ta(2),
where the numbers indicate the thickness of the layer in
nanometers and AFL is the artificial ferrimagnetic trilayer
with the structure Fe(3)/Gd(t)/Fe(3). All the structures were
deposited by dc-magnetron sputtering on Si substrates at a
base pressure lower than 6 × 10−8 mbar. Special precautions
were taken to avoid Gd oxidation and interface contamination,
such as using only ultrapurified Ar and depositing the Gd
and surrounding layers within a few seconds. The deposition
rates were 0.5, 0.76, 0.35, 0.32, 0.33, and 0.45 nm/s for Ta,
IrMn, CoFe, Cu, Fe, and Gd, respectively. The DSVs have
been characterized microscopically by scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) combined with electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) in a probe-corrected FEI Titan
60-300 microscope equipped with a Gatan Tridiem ERS
866 energy filter. Cross-section lamellae were fabricated
by focused ion beam in a FEI Helios Nanolab. Chemical
maps were also created by spectrum imaging (SI), in which
the subnanometer electron probe scanned the sample while
collecting EELS spectra pixel by pixel. The hysteresis
loops of all the samples were measured on a vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM) and on a superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. Also,
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the independent layers and the trilayers of Fe/Gd/Fe for the
different thicknesses of Gd were characterized by VSM.
All these hysteresis loops allowed us to know the switching
sequence for the multilayer stack. The resistance value of this
DSV will depend on the relative orientation of the two spin
valves CoFe(pinned)/Cu/Fe and Fe/Cu/CoFe(free), as the Gd
that separates these two spin valves does not contribute to
the MR.18
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before analyzing the transport measurements, it is worth
noting a few details of the artificial ferrimagnetic trilayer
Fe(3)/Gd(t)/Fe(3). Fe and Gd form a very good interface
as the solubility of Fe on Gd is very poor19 [see also our
STEM-EELS map in Fig. 1(a)]. At the interface, Fe and Gd
couple antiparallel. The length scale of this strong coupling
was measured on about 1–2 interatomic distances inside the
Gd layer (∼0.5 nm) and predicted to hold way over its
Curie temperature.12 The magnetization process of a Fe/Gd/Fe
trilayer will depend on the ratio of the magnetic moment of
the Fe layers to the magnetic moment of the Gd layer. When
(at low temperatures) the magnetic moment of Gd is larger
than that of Fe, the Gd aligns with the external field and
the Fe is antiparallel (Gd-aligned state). If the external field
increases further, the Zeeman energy is too large for the Fe to
remain antiparallel, so the magnetization of both layers aligns
with the field away from the interface, while the interface
aligns in plane but perpendicular to the external field. This
configuration is called the twisted state, and it results from
minimizing both the Zeeman and the exchange energies.20,21
If the magnetic moment of Fe is larger than that of Gd (high
temperatures), the situation is reversed, and the Fe aligns with
the field (Fe-aligned state) until the twisted state is reached for
larger fields.
Figure 1(a) shows a map of the integrated intensity of the
Fe L2,3 edge in a SI obtained in the DSV with 4 nm of Gd (t =
4 nm). As can been seen in this image, the Fe layer introduces
a roughness that is transmitted to all the layers above. In
all the samples analyzed by STEM-EELS we appreciate the
roughness introduced by the Fe layer, and it can be estimated
on 0.33 nm rms for the bottom Fe layer and 0.43 nm rms for
the top Fe layer, with a length scale of about 9 nm. These
values are similar to those reported by other authors.16,17,19
Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the hysteresis loop and the MR
response of this DSV with 4 nm of Gd, measured at 300 K. At
this temperature the Gd layer is expected to be paramagnetic
(TC of Gd in bulk is 293 K). If this is the case, neither Fe layer
would be exchange coupled through the Gd, and they would
be free to switch independently. Starting from negative fields,
as the field is reduced from saturation the bottom Fe layer (the
one with less roughness) starts to switch gradually [point (1)
in Fig. 1(c)]. The resistance reaches a maximum as the bottom
Fe layer switches completely and the top Fe layer is partially
switched [point (2)]. Then there is a sharp drop of resistance
corresponding to the switching of the free CoFe layer. This
sharp transition also “drags” the top Fe layer to complete its
switching as it is partially magnetostatically coupled to the
CoFe free layer due to its roughness (orange-peel coupling).
Finally, the pinned layer switches, and all the layers are parallel

at point (4) in Fig. 1(c). When the loop is plotted from positive
to negative fields, the first layer to switch is the pinned FeCo
and then the bottom Fe. In this case, though, we measure a drop
in the resistance [point (5)] as the bottom spin valve is almost
in a parallel state and the top spin valve is in a parallel state.
The resistance rises again when the bottom Fe layer completes
the switching and the top Fe layer is almost fully switched
[point (6)]. Finally, the free layer completes the switching,
again dragging the top Fe layer.
The two asymmetric peaks represented by points (2) and (5)
in Fig. 1(c) are a signature of the Gd being paramagnetic and
the Fe layers switching independently. If the Gd is removed,
leaving a unique layer of Fe in the middle of the DSV, points
(2) and (5) in Fig. 1(c) should have similar MR values because
the whole Fe layer would switch in a single transition. This
is shown in Fig. 2(a) for a room-temperature MR loop of
a DSV with only Fe in the interlayer. The MR loops can
be described as follows: coming from the DSV saturated at
negative fields, the Fe layer is the first to start switching at
point (1), increasing slightly the resistance. Before the Fe
completes its switching, the free FeCo layer switches, and
the DSV reaches the maximum resistance at point (2). Only
at slightly higher positive fields does the Fe layer complete its
switching, and the resistance drops slightly to the plateau at

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) STEM-EELS map of the Fe L2,3 edge
of the DSV with 4 nm of Gd. (b) Hysteresis loop for this sample
indicating the switching of the different layers. (c) MR curve for
this sample, with an indication of the configuration of each layer at
different points of the loop.
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FIG. 3. MR loop for the sample with 4 nm of Gd at 25 K. The
shape of this loop is very similar to the one shown in Fig. 2(a) for
no Gd, which shows that the two Fe layers are exchange coupled
through the Gd. The inset shows a sequence for several temperatures
for a low-field zoom of the loop. The vertical scale of the inset is
shown on its right.

point (3). The Fe and the free FeCo layers are again slightly
coupled due to the roughness introduced by the Fe (orange-peel
coupling). Finally, the pinned FeCo switches to complete the
saturation for positive fields.
Figure 2(b) shows the room-temperature MR response of
the DSV with 2 nm of Gd (tGd = 2 nm). This sample also shows
a symmetrical switching for both branches of the hysteresis
loop, indicating that the Fe/Gd/Fe switches all as a single
layer. If this is the case, the Fe layers are exchange coupled
through the Gd layer, which must be ferromagnetic. The inset
in Fig. 2(b) shows a STEM-EELS Fe L2,3 integrated intensity
map of the DSV edge, showing the continuity of the Gd layer.
The intensity line profiles give a thickness of the Gd layer
for this sample between 2.5 and 2.8 nm. This entire thickness
is kept ferromagnetic at room temperature by its exchange
interaction with the adjacent Fe layers. The MR loop shown in
Fig. 2(b) maintains its shape and MR values up to 350 K, the
highest temperature we can measure in our cryostat and well
over the Curie temperature of the Gd.
The thickness of Gd where the ferromagnetism is enhanced
by the presence of Fe was measured by previous authors12 at
300 K in about 0.4 nm close to the Gd-Fe interface. Our results
show that this thickness could be more than double (1–1.2 nm)
up to 350 K. The roughness in our samples is comparable to the
one reported in Ref. 12, so it cannot be the reason for the larger
value we measure. Additionally, our STEM-EELS maps for
this sample with tGd = 2 nm show that only a few scattered pinholes might be present in the Gd layer, masked by the effect of
the finite thickness of the cross-section specimen, so this is also
an unlikely cause for the large exchange distance we measure.
In order to confirm that our interpretation of the MR loops
in terms of the enhanced ferromagnetism of the Gd layer is
correct, we have measured the samples with a thicker Gd
layer at lower temperatures. Figure 3 shows the MR loop
for the sample with tGd = 4 nm measured at 25 K. At low

temperatures the MR values are similar for both branches, as
it is the MR loop for the sample without Gd (tGd = 0 nm).
At low temperatures, the layer of Gd is ferromagnetic, and
the two Fe layers are exchange coupled through the Gd layer,
thus being forced to switch together. The inset in Fig. 3 shows
a sequence for the transformation of the asymmetric section
of the MR loop as the temperature is reduced. At 25 K the
section of the loop that goes from negative to positive fields
switches more gradually than in the branch that goes from
positive to negative fields. The reason for this, as in all the
samples shown in this study, is the magnetostatic coupling via
interface roughness between the Fe layer (or Fe/Gd/Fe) and
the top FeCo free layer. From negative to positive fields, the
first layer to switch gradually is the Fe/Gd/Fe trilayer, and
it only completes its switching when the free layer switches.
On the other branch, from positive to negative directions, the
first layer that rotates is the pinned layer and then again the
Fe/Gd/Fe layer, increasing slightly the resistance just before
the sharp drop caused by the switching of the free FeCo
layer.
At low temperatures, as we mentioned in the Introduction,
the Fe/Gd/Fe can be Gd aligned with the external magnetic
field or Fe aligned, depending on which layer has more
magnetic moment. The shape of the MR loop for the DSV will
depend on whether the Fe/Gd/Fe trilayer is Gd or Fe aligned.
Figure 4(a) shows a schematic with the expected shape of the
MR loop for an Fe-aligned trilayer, whose shape is similar to
the ones shown so far in this work. At the saturation field,
the Fe layers are aligned parallel to the free and pinned CoFe
MR (arrb.units))

FIG. 2. Room-temperature MR curve (a) for a DSV with 0 nm of
Gd (i.e., 6 nm of a continuous Fe layer in the middle of the DSV) and
(b) for a DSV with 2 nm of Gd. The inset in (b) is a STEM-EELS map
at the Fe L2,3 edge. The scans of this sample show a Gd thickness
between 2.5 and 2.8 nm.
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FIG. 4. Schematic MR loops for a DSV (a) when it is Fe aligned
and (b) when it is Gd aligned. Each schematic has an arrow diagram
representing the direction of the layers at the saturating field (the
field that saturates the pinned layer) in each case. For higher fields,
the sample goes into a twisted state represented by the dotted line.
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FIG. 5. MR loops measured at 10 K for a DSV with the structure
described in Fig. 1 and varying the thickness of the Gd layer, indicated
in each plot. The transition from (a) Fe aligned to (d) Gd aligned
happens between (b) tGd = 8 nm and (c) tGd = 10 nm.

layers, giving a minimum of the resistance. For even higher
fields, the Fe/Gd/Fe reaches the twisted state20 (represented
by a dotted line in Fig. 4), effectively reducing the thickness
of the Fe layer that is aligned with the FeCo layers.
Alternatively, if the trilayer Fe/Gd/Fe is Gd aligned, the
shape of the MR loop would be inverted like the schematic
shown in Fig. 4(b). Here, as the Gd aligns with the saturating
magnetic field, it leaves the Fe antiparallel to the free and
pinned CoFe layers, giving the highest resistance value at that
field. For even higher fields, the trilayer goes into the twisted
state (represented by a dotted line), and the resistance drops
again because the Fe begins to rotate toward the field.
We have measured the MR loops for several samples with
different thicknesses of Gd in order to find the critical Gd
thickness that makes the sample go from Fe aligned to Gd
aligned. Figure 5 shows the MR loops measured at 10 K for
samples with different thicknesses of Gd. For tGd = 6 nm the
sample is clearly Fe aligned, and for tGd = 15nm it is Gd
aligned. The transition happens between tGd = 8nm and tGd =
10 nm, as can be seen in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), where the shape
of the curve changes.
Selecting tGd = 9 nm as the critical thickness, we can use this
value to estimate the saturation magnetization of the Gd in our
thin films. The saturation magnetization of the Fe layer remains
roughly constant from 10 K to room temperature for MS (Fe) =
1545 emu/cm3 (the value for our samples; see Fig. 6); therefore
9 nm of Gd compensating 6 nm of Fe results in a saturation
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magnetization for Gd of MS (Gd) = 1030 emu/cm3 . This value
is considerably smaller than the bulk saturation magnetization
for Gd, 2056 emu/cm3 , but it is similar to the reduced
magnetization in thin-film Gd reported by other authors.16,17
The saturation magnetization of a single Gd thin film was
measured very close to the bulk value (see Fig. 6). This
saturation is obtained for an external field of about 3 T, while
only half of the moment of the sample follows the external field
at 0.5 T. This indicates that this reduced magnetization might
not be intrinsically associated with the proximity of the Fe
layer, but rather with the formation of perpendicular-to-plane
domains.22
In conclusion, we have used a DSV to determine the
properties of Gd in a thin film. We find that the Gd remains
ferromagnetic well over its Curie temperature for a thickness of
more than 1 nm when it is adjacent to an Fe layer. This value is
almost double the values reported previously. Additionally, we
have measured a reduced magnetization of Gd in thin films, in
agreement with previous results. Nevertheless, this reduction
seems to be caused by partial magnetization of the Gd film,
rather than by the presence of Fe.
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